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 INTRODUCTION: My name is Pankaj 

Muduli, and I am 13 years old. I am a 

student at AMVM, and I enjoy being a 

part of this school community. 

ENGLISH: In English class, we cover 

various aspects such as grammar, free 
reading, 
dictation, 

and book 

reading. We 

recently 
completed 

the 

Swaminathan book. However, I struggle with 

dictation due to my poor spelling skills. 
Currently, I am studying the 5th-grade 

grammar book. Sometimes, we also read 

stories from Amar Chitra Katha. Presently, we 

are engrossed in the book "Uncle in the Mountain". Additionally, we have 

commenced studying the 10th-grade English book and have already 

completed three chapters. 



 

 

HINDI: During our Hindi sessions, we 

engage in free reading, group reading, 
dictation, story writing, grammar 
exercises, and complete our assigned 

bookwork. I find free reading 

particularly enjoyable as it allows us to 

choose any book of our liking. 
However, I've been working on 

improving my handwriting, as Manisha Didi noticed significant room for 
enhancement and provided me with the 4th book due to my previous 

handwriting struggles. I'm also conscious about minimizing mistakes, 

especially with matras. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE: In our 

social science classes, we've 

completed the 8th-grade book, 

successfully passing the 

associated test. Presently, 

we're delving into the 10th-
grade social science book, 
having already covered two 

chapters. Through this 

journey, I've learned about 
early human civilization, 
agricultural practices, and the 

discoveries that shaped our history. 

 



 

 

DATA ENTRY OPERATION: In our data entry class, we delve into our 

10th-grade textbook, progressing 

through four chapters so far. We've delved into the fundamentals of 

different printer types and gained insights into how computers function. 
Occasionally, we engage in practical computer exercises under the 

guidance of our teacher, Lalu Bhaiya.  

PAINTING: Within our painting class, we explore various subjects such 

as nature, objects, and currently, animals and birds. Guided by our 

painting teacher, Papa Ji, I've been honing my drawing skills. Papa Ji also 

imparts techniques on shading, which I find particularly enjoyable as it 

enhances the visual appeal of the drawings.  



 

 

ART: In our art classes, we engage in various activities such as drawing, 

creating hanging decorations, paper folding, and more. Drawing is my 

favourite activity as I've seen significant improvement in my skills. 

ODIA: In our Odia classes, we read books, finish assignments, listen to 

and narrate stories, and practice writing. We've completed the first book 

and have started on the second. It's an enriching experience. 

DANCE: In dance class, we learn various 

dance forms. Currently, I'm learning a  

 

 

dance depicting the life of Hanuman, 
including the episode of him carrying the 

mountain over the sea. 

MUSIC: In 

music class, I 
play the flute 
under the 
guidance of Hari 

Bhaiya. I've 

learned several 
songs and the 

basic notes (S, R, G, M, P, D, N, S) on the 

flute. 

SHRAMDAAN: During Shramdaan sessions, 

I engage in tasks like cleaning the girls' hostel, 
toilets, kitchen, boys' hostel, school premises, 

and gardening. While I find kitchen work 

enjoyable, I'm not particularly keen on gardening tasks like removing 

grass. 



 

 

GARDENING: Gardening involves tasks like watering plants, digging, 

and more. While I enjoy most aspects of gardening, I'm not particularly 

fond of removing grass. However, I 

do enjoy working in the kitchen, 

especially cutting vegetables.  

GAMES: We play various games 

like football, basketball, and 

volleyball. Football is my favourite, 

especially when defending the goal. 
We also engage in different 

exercises on different days. 

CELEBRATIONS: During our celebratory events, we participated in 

various programs. On 

29th November, I sang 

the song "Mere Sath." 
For Christmas, we 
performed a 
Sambalpuri dance, 
and on New Year's, 
we showcased 

another dance. On Mother's birthday, we 

enacted a drama portraying the Freedom 

Struggle. In that drama, I played the role 

of King Siraj-ud-Dala, which I thoroughly 

enjoyed.  



 

 

TRIP TO THE NORTH-EAST:  

Our adventurous journey commenced on the 

24th of February. Boarding the train marked 

the beginning of our exciting trip. Our first 

stop was Kolkata, where we explored the 
Botanical Garden, the Indian Museum, and 

the majestic Victoria Memorial. After soaking 

in the rich cultural heritage of Kolkata, we 

headed to Guwahati in Assam. 

In Guwahati, we marvelled at the beauty of 
the Kamakhya Temple, paid homage at the 
Gandhi Mandap, and honoured the 

sacrifices made at the War Memorial. The 

next leg of our journey took us to Shillong, 

where we spent three memorable days. We 

explored the lush Thankarank Park, 
ventured into the mystical Mawsmai Cave, crossed the legendary Root 



 

 

Bridge, and witnessed the breath-taking Nohakhalikai Falls. The visit to 

the cleanest village in Asia left a lasting impression on me. 

Moving forward, we travelled to Arunachal Pradesh and stayed at the 

Ramakrishna Mission school, where the 
atmosphere was disciplined yet 

enriching. Tawang greeted us with its 

serene landscapes and freezing 

temperatures. We experienced the thrill 

of playing in the snow and listened 
intently to the inspiring speech by Indar 

Singh. The visit to the world's second-
largest monastery and the captivating 
light and sound show provided us with 

deeper insights into the region's history. 

Our journey continued as we returned to 
Assam and indulged in the comforts of 
the Blue Moon Hotel, celebrating Bina 

Didi's birthday. The highlight of our trip 

was the exhilarating elephant safari in Kaziranga, where we encountered 

various wildlife species up close. Meghalaya mesmerized us with its 

natural wonders, including the enchanting Chi Rang Fuji, the intriguing 

Balancing Rock, and the majestic Seven Sister Falls.  



 

 

Finally, we arrived in Sikkim, where we admired the ancient palace and 

explored the vibrant markets. Our stay in Sikkim was filled with dance and 

celebration. As our trip drew to a close, we visited Kolkata's Science City 

and enjoyed thrilling rides at Nicco Park before returning to Kechla, 

cherishing the memories of our unforgettable journey through the North-
East.  

 


